Adaptive optics (AO) systems deliver high-resolution images that may be ideal for precisely measuring positions of stars (i.e., astrometry) if the system has stable and well-calibrated geometric optical distortions. A calibration unit equipped with a back-illuminated pinhole mask can be utilized to measure instrumental optical distortions. AO systems on the largest ground-based telescopes, such as the W. M. Keck Observatory and the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT), require pinhole positions known to be ∼20 nm to achieve an astrometric precision of 0.001 of a resolution element. In pursuit of that goal, we characterize a photolithographic pinhole mask and explore the systematic errors that result from different experimental setups. We characterized the nonlinear geometric distortion of a simple imaging system using the mask, and we measured 857-nm root mean square of optical distortion with a final residual of 39 nm (equivalent to 20 μ for TMT). We use a sixth-order bivariate Legendre polynomial to model the optical distortion and allow the reference positions of the individual pinholes to vary. The nonlinear deviations in the pinhole pattern with respect to the manufacturing design of a square pattern are 47.2 nm ± 4.5 nm (random) ± 10.8 nm (systematic) over an area of 1788 mm 2 . These deviations reflect the additional error induced when assuming that the pinhole mask is manufactured perfectly square. We also find that ordered mask distortions are significantly more difficult to characterize than random mask distortions as the ordered distortions can alias into optical camera distortion. Future design simulations for astrometric calibration units should include ordered mask distortions. We conclude that photolithographic pinhole masks are >10 times better than the pinhole masks deployed in first-generation AO systems and are sufficient to meet the distortion calibration requirements for the upcoming 30-m-class telescopes.
Introduction
Precise astrometric measurements have enabled scientific results across a variety of fields. This includes studies of stellar clusters that utilized proper motions to identify members and study dynamical structure, 1-3 orbital measurements of nearby binaries of low-mass stars and exoplanets, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and orbital measurements of the stars at the Galactic Center. 9, 10 These science cases require submilliarcsecond precision, which is typically 10 to 100× smaller than the intrinsic geometric distortion in the instrument, and so the distortion must be measured and corrected for each instrument.
The best current distortion calibrations for astronomical instruments use observations of crowded stellar fields to simultaneously solve the static optical distortions of the imaging system and the intrinsic on-sky positions of each star. 11, 12 This technique, often referred to as the self-calibration method, requires translating and rotating the pointing of the telescope many times in order to move the stellar cluster across the field of view and constrain all possible distortion modes. 11 Selfcalibration can also be applied to a calibration unit using artificial sources as long as the astrometric reference positions can be rotated and translated. A self-calibration method that included time variation was adopted for Gaia Data Release 2, which delivered an absolute astrometric calibration with uncertainties of <0.04 mas for the brightest sources. 12 The high precision of the self-calibration method results from the quantity and diversity in the data, which cannot easily be replicated for all astronomical imaging systems as the observing time commitment is too large. Instead, most ground-based instruments adopt an external set of calibrated stellar positions (generally hubble space telescope or Gaia positions) as "distortion-free" and model the distortion as the difference between the measured positions and the external catalog. [13] [14] [15] [16] This approach still requires observing time to measure the stellar field, but it is greatly reduced from the requirements of a full self-calibration.
The requirement of using on-sky observations for distortion calibration could be eliminated by using an internal astrometric flat field to measure the distortion. A natural candidate for this astrometric flat field is a pinhole mask with a regular grid of holes at precisely known positions. This is not a new idea; however, previous attempts have failed to match the accuracy that can be reached using images of star fields. For example, the first distortion maps for the near-infrared camera (NIRC2) instrument at the W.M. Keck Observatory were measured using pinhole masks; 17 but these solutions had residual distortion >2 mas as compared to 1 mas residuals from solutions derived with globular clusters. 13, 14 More recently, the distortion of the Gemini Planet Imager was calibrated using a combination of a pinhole mask with unknown hole positions combined with the self-calibration method. 18 They achieved a distortion residual of 0.56 mas over a 2.67 arc sec × 2.73 arc sec field of view. The improvement in distortion measurement over previous attempts was due to the use of the self-calibration method, and not improvement in the manufacturing precision of the mask. This approach requires a translation and rotation stage in the calibration unit, which is not always feasible; however it is worth noting that even large manufacturing errors can be mitigated with this method.
The quality of available pinhole masks determines the optimal design for a given instrument calibration unit. If the residual pattern errors (mask distortion) in the mask are less than the required distortion calibration precision, one can adopt the manufactured pattern as the distortion-free reference and simply accept that there will be residual distortion in the final solution due to the ignored error. This can be achieved either by accurately manufacturing the mask pattern or by measuring the mask distortion before it is installed in the calibration unit. An accurate known astrometric flat field greatly relaxes the functional requirements for the system, as a rotation and translation stage is no longer required. It would also greatly reduce the amount of observing time required to measure the distortion, which is particularly important if the calibration has to be repeated to account for variations in the instrument. One drawback is that distortion solutions measured using an internal mask would be blind to optical distortion in the telescope itself; however, the distortion in most high-resolution adaptive optics (AO)-fed astronomical cases is dominated by the distortion intrinsic to the instrument. For example, comparison of models and the measured on-sky distortion solution for the Gemini muticonjugate adaptive optics system demonstrated that the optical distortion is dominated by the AO system. 19 This is consistent with the distortion estimates based on the Zemax optical prescription for NIRC2 which shows that the AO relay contributes 10,000 times more distortion than the telescope over a 14 arc sec × 14 arc sec field of view.
The goal of this work is to understand the error contribution to a final distortion calibration due to manufacturing errors in a reference pinhole mask and the distortion measurements errors induced by the calibration procedure, as this directly informs the design of future calibration units. We specifically focus on potential applications to the first-light narrow-field infrared adaptive optics system (NFIRAOS) at the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) 20 and the narrow-field mode of the infrared camera (NIRC2) at the W. M. Keck Observatory. Using a prototype pinhole mask provided by NRC Herzberg, we quantify the deviation of the pattern of pinholes with respect to a perfect square pattern. For TMT, the final requirement for the total astrometric error budget is <10 μas, which means that the residual distortion must be much smaller. This converts to a physical size of 20 nm at the telescope focal plane inside NFIRAOS. Similarly, for Keck NIRC2, the residual distortion due to manufacturing errors must be significantly smaller than the current distortion calibration residual of 270 nm or 1.0 mas. 14 If the mask pattern is accurate to the 20-nm level, then a calibration unit for either TMT NFIRAOS or Keck NIRC2 could be completely static.
We present results from both a laboratory experiment and simulations that show that the required astrometric calibration precision can be achieved using current pinhole masks and small dithers and rotations. Section 2 describes the experimental setup, Sec. 3 describes the observations obtained, and Sec. 4 describes the analysis procedures employed to extract pinhole positions and fit distortions. In Sec. 5, we present a set of simulations that reproduce the experimental results and are extended to explore the impact of different dithering and rotation schemes during calibration and to show the sensitivity to manufacturing errors in the pinhole mask. Finally, in Sec. 6, we discuss how our results effect the design of future distortion calibration units.
Experimental Setup
A lab experiment was designed to measure the accuracy of the pinhole mask hole positions and sizes. The lab setup consists of a light source (organic light emitting diode cellphone screen) illuminating the pinhole mask, which is then imaged using a low-distortion field lens on to a large-format optical camera, as shown in Fig. 1 . The pinhole mask was mounted parallel to the lab bench with a simple three-point mount on a rotation stage, and a flat mirror was used to fold the beam into the lens. The lens is an Apo-Ronar process lens with a 480-mm focal length designed for low distortion 1∶1 imaging when used at f∕9. We used a Finger Lakes Imaging (FLI) CCD camera (model ML50100) with a 8176 × 6132-element detector with 6-μm pixels (61.2 mm diagonal) and a quantum efficiency (QE) of >30% from 360 to 800 nm with a peak of 60% at 540 nm. The pinhole mask is a prototype obtained from NRC Herzberg and the TMT NFIRAOS project produced by Advance Reproduction using photolithographic techniques by Advance Reproduction in chrome on a fused silica wafer. The mask was made on a 125-mm-diameter quartz wafer with a chrome on nickel coating that has an optical depth of 3. In addition, there is a coating of Advance Polyguard, which is a thin transparent film with antiwetting, antistiction, and antimigration properties. The mask has four different pinhole diameters (12, 24, 56 , and 120 μm) situated in a 86 × 86 square pattern with 1-mm spacing between each pinhole and an expected tolerance on the diameter of <0.3 μm. When imaging the small (12 and 24 μm) pinholes, we found that there was a systematic position measurement error of ∼100 nm, which we attribute to small-scale detector defects. As a result, we used the 56-μm pinholes for this work; an example image is shown in Fig. 2 . As this experiment is done using visible light, there is a background transmission of ∼1% between the pinholes.
There were two different experiments conducted with this setup: (1) obtain multiple images of the pinhole mask without dithering to analyze the measurement precision and stability over time, and (2) dither the pinhole mask to derive the optical distortion and the pinhole positions simultaneously without assuming that the pinhole pattern is perfectly square (selfcalibration method). For the second experiment, we consider six mask positions that are spaced equidistantly around a unit circle. The rotation stage is displaced from the center of the detector by ∼3.5 mm in both axes, so rotating the mask serves to both rotate and translate the pattern with respect to the detector. We only consider positions from pinholes that are in at least three of the six locations, which eliminates 61 pinholes leaving a total of 1788 pinholes sources used.
For images at a single-mask position, both optical distortions and irregular pinhole positions will manifest as deviations from a regular grid and we cannot distinguish between the two sources. However, the optical distortions are static with respect to the camera; thus, moving the mask with respect to the camera allows us to separate optical distortions from pinhole irregularities. For the final analysis, data are taken after rotating the pinhole grid to separate mask distortion and camera (optical) distortion.
Observations and Data
The observations are summarized in Table 1 and consist of six stacks of images taken with the mask rotated to a different position for each stack as shown in Fig. 3 . Each rotation position was imaged once with a total of 100 × 0.3-s exposures. The axis of rotation is offset from the center of the detector by 3.5 mm in both axes. Raw images were dark-subtracted and flat field-corrected. The flat field was measured using images taken with the illumination on and pinhole mask removed from the system. Each image was then run through a source extraction procedure to identify the pinhole images and measure their positions and fluxes. The source extraction is performed using the pointspread function (PSF)-fitting routine "StarFinder" 21 with a PSF box size of 20 pixels. The PSF is determined empirically from the data and is the average of all sources in a 2000-pixel box centered on the detector. The output of StarFinder is a catalog of pinhole positions and fluxes in raw detector coordinates for each image. These output catalogs will be the input for the averaging and model fitting in the next sections.
Experimental Analysis

Stability
Before trying to separate true optical distortion from possible errors in the mask, we must first understand the stability of the setup at a single-mask location. We analyze the variation of the position measurements in a stack of catalogs derived from images taken with the mask at a fixed location. This analysis does not constrain the optical distortion in the system; it only estimates the experimental stability. For this test, we use a stack 100 source catalogs with 1493 detected images of the 56-μm pinholes. We test the stability by verifying that the scatter in the measured mean position decreases as a function of the number of frames used in the mean. The stacks of catalogs are split into N groups with M catalogs, and the mean position is computed for each group. Then the root mean square (RMS) deviation and the Allan deviation are calculated for the N groups of position measurements. If the scatter in the position measurements is due to random errors, than the scatter should be proportional to N −0.5 . When this test is performed with only the mean translations eliminated, the RMS deviation does not decrease as a function of N, which implies that there is significant variation in the scale and rotation of the images, as shown in Fig. 4 . When we increase the complexity of the transformation to include the scale, rotation and translations (four parameters) than the scatter in the measured positions decreases as N −0.5 .
The four-parameter fits are performed iteratively, by first averaging all the catalogs with only translation removed to create the first set of reference coordinates, and then fitting a new four-parameter transformations between each catalog and these reference coordinates. The new transformed coordinates are then averaged to create a new reference and the fitting procedure is repeated a final time. The resulting corrected positions show the expected behavior in the scatter as a function of the number of measurements averaged ( Fig. 5 ). Given these results, we remove the linear parameters and then average over the coordinates in each stack and take the error on the mean as the measurement uncertainty. We produce one stack-catalog per dither and rotation position and use the stack-catalogs going forward.
The averaged positions of the 100 catalogs at each position of the mask will be used for measuring the optical distortion of the setup (camera distortion) and the position of the pinholes on the mask (mask distortion) as described in the following sections.
Distortion Models
To constrain the camera distortion, the mask distortion, and the control for experimental instabilities, we fit a three-component model to the stack catalogs from all the dither and rotation positions simultaneously. The dither position coordinates are listed in the last three columns of Table 1 . We define the two coordinate systems as x m ; y m mask coordinates;
where we adopt a uniform square grid of pinholes with a pitch of 166.7 camera pixels as our mask coordinate frame. The camera coordinates are an idealized distortion-free coordinate frame that is defined with respect to the detector pixels. The three components of the model include the following. First, there is E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ;
where E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ; 2 0 2 D camera ðd;
which defines the transformation from distorted camera coordinates (ðx 0 c ; y 0 c Þ) to distortion-free coordinates ðx c ; y c Þ. Here L i is the i'th normalized Legendre polynomial and R is the order of the distortion model which is 6 in this work. When this function is evaluated, the arguments are normalized to lie on the interval from −1 to 1. This model does not include the linear parameters (i þ j < 1) as those are included in the second component of this model. Second, there is E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 7 5 2
which defines a linear transformation to go from the mask coordinate frame (x m , y m ) to distortion-corrected positions in the camera coordinate frame. As the mask is rotated on the detector, these linear parameters are different for every stacked catalog. Third, there is the mask distortion E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 5 6
where x m ðy m Þ are the original uniform grids of pinhole positions and δ x ðδ y Þ are the differences between the uniform grid and the true pinhole positions. The correct pinhole is defined as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 7 3
where x pin and y pin are the true pinhole positions on the mask. To fit this model, we must specify all three model components. This is done in an iterative fashion, where we start by assuming δ x and δ y are zero and fitting the first two model components using a Levenberg-Marquardt to simultaneously fit for the d and c coefficients. To do this, we use the measured coordinates from each stack catalog as x 0 c and y 0 c and minimize Δ E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 6 5
where N is the total number of catalogs (6) and n denotes the n'th catalog. Note that there are separate linear parameters (c) for each of the n catalog, which gives a total of 134 free parameters. After the camera distortion and linear parameters have been fit, we update the model of the mask distortion. This is done by applying the current best model of the camera distortion to the measured positions and inverting the linear equations [Eq.
(3)] to transform those distortion-corrected positions into the mask coordinate frame. The mask distortion is then corrected as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 7 0
where x 0 m and y 0 m are the average of the distortion-corrected measured positions in the mask reference frame. After updating the model for the pinhole positions, the camera distortion model and the linear parameters must be fit again. This fitting procedure is then repeated with the new values for δ for four iterations, when the change in the mask distortion model is <20 nm. Note that the linear transformations in this model mean that this analysis is entirely blind to linear modes of camera and mask distortion. The linear transformations are required to eliminate the variation seen in the optical system between measurements of the different pinhole mask positions, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Estimated Distortion Precision
Our best fit has a 5 − σ clipped RMS residual of 39.5 nm in X and 38.5 nm in Y. These residuals are a combination of the positional measurement error and the residual optical distortion with order >6. We estimate the residual high-order distortion as the total fit residual subtracted by the position measurement errors in quadrature (37.8 nm). Table 2 summarizes the contributions to the total position displacements in the system, which are the optical camera distortion, the mask distortion, the position measurement error, and the residual optical distortion. Figure 7 shows the best-fit models for the camera and mask distortions. The size of the camera distortion is consistent with the manufacturer's specification of <0.01% distortion. Mask distortion is estimated to be 47.2 nm RMS, which would limit the accuracy of distortion measurements using this mask if it is not precalibrated. This sets the expected floor for distortion measurements carried out using other similar masks assuming the new mask was not independently calibrated. The spatial coherence in the fit residuals, as shown in Fig. 8 , suggests that the uncorrected high-order optical distortion is a significant contributor to the fit residual. High spatial frequency defects in the detector could also be contributing to the remaining residual. It is worth noting that environmental instability in the system could contribute to the residual term that we attribute to residual high-order distortion. For example, if there is a changing temperature gradient on the pinhole mask during the observations, it would alter the mask distortion pattern between different mask positions. As we assume a static mask distortion, this change would increase the residual in the fit. This is generally true for any instability which changes the mask or camera distortion in a nonlinear fashion during the experiment. Note that, if the temperature of the entire mask changes, then there would be no change in the mask distortion, as the expansion only affects the linear terms in the mask distortion which are eliminated in our model.
Simulations
To evaluate the measurement error in the mask distortion, we must understand how effective the self-calibration method was in this case. The aim of self-calibration is to correctly identify the deviations due to the mask distortion and the camera distortion. Self-calibration approaches have been widely implemented for nonastronomical imaging systems and have been found to have significant degeneracy between the fit parameters. For example, Strum 22 studied the degenerate solutions in a model of the five intrinsic camera parameters and discovered a certain class of camera moves where there are multiple solutions for the focal length. The same problem applies for the more complicated models of optical distortion, where there are multiple combinations of mask distortion and optical distortion which fit the data equally well. This is a general problem for camera selfcalibration techniques, which has been explored in the specific case of radial distortion. 23, 24 As our model includes both radial and tangential optical distortions, their results only reflect a subset of the degenerate cases that could be present in our system. Brito et al. 23 note that pure translation in the XY plane fails to accurately recover the radial distortion, which is consistent with the simulated results in this section and others have found a number of other possible motions with more than one valid distortion solution. 24 Another important case those authors note is that rotation about the optical axis is degenerate; however, rotation about any other point is not. As the cases in the literature differ substantially from our setup, and the size of the error depends on the strength of the distortion, we choose to simulate our optical setup to estimate the systematic errors in the measured mask distortion.
The simulations presented here use two distinct starting points: (1) a realistic set of inputs which match the best-fit measurements for the mask and camera distortions from the real data ( Fig. 9) and (2) a worst case scenario where the optical distortion is set to zero, while the total distortion in the system is applied as mask distortion (Fig. 10) . The second set of inputs is not realistic; however, it maximizes the error in recovery because, if a given deviation can be fit as either mask distortion or camera distortion, it will be measured as camera distortion. We use the first simulation to estimate the random errors in the mask distortion and the second simulation to estimate the systematic error due to mask deviations being incorrectly characterized as optical distortion.
Accuracy of the Measured Mask Distortion
Using those two sets of inputs, we first create a simulation to replicate the actual lab experiment using simulated catalogs instead of the real data to estimate the error in the mask distortion measurement. To create the simulated observations, the best-fit mask distortion is applied to a perfectly square grid of points to create a set of simulated mask coordinates. We then use the same linear parameters from the best fit to transform the simulated mask coordinates into the camera coordinate frame, apply the best-fit model of the distortion as a function of the camera coordinates, and add Gaussian noise consistent with the measurement errors in Table 1 . This gives six simulated measured catalogs of the pinhole mask that match the six real observations in the lab. The simulated data are then fit with the same model described in Sec. 4, and the mask deviation is recovered with an accuracy of 4.5 nm RMS, as shown in Fig. 9 . We adopt this value as the random component of the error in the measurement of the mask distortion. Now we repeat the simulation and analysis; however, instead of using the realistic inputs for both the camera and mask distortions, we instead apply only a mask distortion with an amplitude equal to 858 nm, which is equivalent to the combined mask + camera distortion in the previous simulation. We derive a suitable model for mask-only distortion by first fitting a sixth-order Legendre polynomial to the difference between the measured catalog positions at mask position 0 and a regular square grid. The resulting input mask-only distortion pattern is plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 10 , and it is worth emphasizing that this input does not match expectations for our optical system as the lens is specified to have ∼1000 nm of optical distortion over this field. However, as a conservative constraint, we use this simulation to estimate the level of systematic error due to misidentifying some of the mask distortion as camera distortion. The recovery error is influenced by the outlier points in the lower right corner, so we apply a 5σ clip to the residuals before calculating statistics. This results in a systematic mask distortion recovery error of 200 nm when the input mask distortion had a total size of 858 nm RMS. Note that there is an even larger mistake in the recovery of the camera distortion, which should be zero, for this simulation, as seen in the PSD of the deviations shown in Fig. 10 .
Based on the results from this simulation, we estimate a fractional error of 23% on the mask distortion, which we adopt as the systematic error for the measurement of the mask distortion. This corresponds to an additional 10.8 nm of error in the measurement of the mask distortion pattern.
This estimate of the systematic error assumes that the total deviations represent the maximum distortion in the mask or in the camera. However, there is one case that this approach does not account for. Specifically, as we chose to only rotate the pinhole mask, radial modes of optical distortion that are centered on our axis of rotation can be modeled as either mask or optical distortion. In the case that there is both a large radial mode of camera distortion centered on the axis of rotation and the opposite mode in the mask distortion, they would cancel and not appear in the total deviations, which would lead to an underestimation of the systematic error. An ideal calibration unit should have both a rotation and a translation stage in order to correctly constrain all modes of distortion.
Accuracy of the Self-Calibration Method
We can extend this simulation approach to a wider variety of mask dither patterns in the calibration procedure. This is useful as it demonstrates a few simple cases of how the effectiveness of the self-calibration approach depends sensitively on how the pinhole mask is moved. For these simulations, we adopt a 150-nm RMS of mask distortion and 858-nm RMS of camera distortion, as shown in Figs. 7 and 11 . Then we simulate a Fig. 7 The best-fit models for the camera and mask distortions. The camera distortion is plotted as a function of the camera pixel (6-μm pitch) and has an RMS size of 1005 and 711 nm in X and Y , respectively. For plotting purposes, the camera distortion is sampled every 166.7 pixels (1 mm). The mask distortion is plotted in physical mask coordinates, where the pinhole pattern extends 43 × 43 mm and has an RMS size of 35.6 and 57.9 nm in X and Y , respectively. Note that the scale of the arrows is different in the two panels and the camera distortion is ∼16× larger.
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Jul-Sep 2019 • Vol. 5 (3) variety of dither patterns of the mask. Here we rotate the mask about the center of the detector and translate the mask in a N stepby-N step N step rotation angles, such that there are N 2 step measured catalogs for each rotation position. The translation step size is the spacing between each one of the translation positions of the mask. These simulations do not include random measurement errors of any kind.
The results for different mask dither patterns are shown in Table 3 , cases 1 to 5. Column 7 lists the RMS difference between the input mask distortion and the mask distortion recovered by the full fit, which corresponds to the systematic error in the mask distortion measurement due to the chosen dither pattern of the pinhole mask. Column 8 lists the residual distortion after the full model is fit. Simulation cases 3 to 5 show that translation-only dithers misidentify 95% of the input mask distortion as camera distortion.
This degeneracy between mask distortion and camera distortion occurs when the scale between each data set is allowed to vary, which causes aliasing of the mask distortion into camera distortion space. Section 7 demonstrates this effect in detail using a one-dimensional (1-D) example. In principle, if the scale is known to be very stable, then it can be fixed in the model, breaking this degeneracy. To test the effect of scale variation in the system when scale variation is not allowed in the model, we run a final simulation. We use the same inputs as simulation case 3, except we add in scale variation for each of the nine measured catalogs drawn from a normal distribution centered on a scale of 1.0 with a standard deviation of 10 −5 . When we fit this simulation with a model that assumes a fixed scale (allowing for rotation and translation for alignment), we find mask distortion recovery errors and model fit residuals ranging from 20 to 48 nm RMS in 10 trials. In contrast, we have an error of only 4.8 nm RMS, when there is no input scale variation and a fixed-scale model is used. We conclude that using a fixed-scale model eliminates the problem of misidentifying mask distortion as camera distortion. However, errors due to the true scale variation in the data can still prevent a precise distortion calibration. As a final note, scale variations at the >10 −5 level are commonly seen in astronomical imaging systems and it would take significant additional efforts to eliminate them. A previous work 25 has claimed that translation-only dithers can fully recover mask distortions, in contrast to our finding. However, these previous simulations only included uncorrelated (i.e., random) mask distortions. We simulate this case using 150 nm RMS of uncorrelated mask distortion as the input and find that we can accurately recover the input distortion to 3.8 nm (see Table 3 , case 6). This matches the results of previous simulation effort. However, realistic mask distortions are unlikely to be random as any effect that flexes the pinhole mask (i.e., choice of mount, temperature) and errors in the manufacturing process will produce spatial correlations. This result emphasizes that future simulations must consider the case of spatially correlated errors in the mask distortion.
Discussion
Here, we have measured the true deviations from the intended pattern for our pinhole mask to be 47.2 nm RMS to a precision of 4.5 nm with an additional systematic error of 10.8 nm. This is precise enough that it could offer significant improvement over current distortion measurements for NIRC2. 14 The mask pattern Fig. 10 Results from the simulation of the worst case scenario where all of the deviations in the system are due to the mask distortion. The large recovery error in the mask distortion is a result of a large portion of the mask distortion being mistaken for optical distortion. The RMS size of the input mask distortion in this simulation is 858 nm, and the size of the recovery error is 198 nm RMS. We adopt that fractional error of 23% as the systematic error in the measurement of the mask distortion. Fig. 9 Results from the simulation where the inputs match the optical system in the lab. The best-fit solutions are used as the input mask and camera distortion and the same reference mask positions are for the six simulated data sets. (a) Power spectrum distribution for the input mask distortion and the residual between the input and the measured mask distortions. The Δ quantities are the difference between the input distortion and the distortion recovered by the simulation for the mask and camera distortion, respectively. Both are evaluated from a square grid of points with 1 mm spacing. (b) Input mask distortion for these simulations; this matches the measured mask distortion measured on the lab setup with a size of 46.8 nm RMS. (c) Difference between the input and recovered mask distortion. This difference has an RMS size of 4.5 nm. Note that this simulation includes random measurement errors per catalog as reported in Table 1 .
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems 039005-9 Jul-Sep 2019 • Vol. 5 (3) accuracy has important implications for the mechanical design of any distortion calibration unit, and the accuracy of this mask means it could use a static calibration unit. In addition, we find that when aligning each catalog with full linear transformations, the mask distortion can easily be mistaken for camera (optical) distortion due to aliasing effects. Self-consistent solutions derived from observations that only translate the mask to generate data diversity fail quite badly, with 95% of the mask distortion misidentified as camera distortion. An accurate self-consistent solution using our model for both the mask and camera distortions is only achieved when we use full rotational freedom and translations of ∼15% of the camera field of view (simulation 2 in Table 3 ). The degree of aliasing depends on the specific distortion model and is particularly sensitive to the need-to-fit scale changes for each measured catalog. Real optical systems generally suffer from some scale variation.
For example, the lab experiment described in this paper had relative scale variations of order 10 −5 between measurements and the relative error in the plate scale for NIRC2 is 2 × 10 −5 . 13, 14 Regardless of the solution to the aliasing problem, the potential degeneracy between mask and camera distortions means that simulations of distortion calibration units must include spatially correlated mask distortion as these modes prove more challenging for the self-calibration method. It is possible that mask distortion is due to the manufacturing of the mask or has been introduced via the mount (or both); however, these sources will also be present in realistic distortion calibration units and they influence the requirements for calibration of a given mask. Instead of self-calibrating inside the instrument by moving the mask, it is possible to calibrate the mask to accurately measure the pinhole positions to avoid the systematic errors. It is worth emphasizing that the choices around mounting the mask are important as it is possible to introduce additional mask distortion by slightly deforming the pinhole mask.
Even though the intrinsic mask distortion is too large for static use in the most demanding instruments, it is still a substantial improvement for some existing distortion solutions. A distortion solution estimated with only a single position of this pinhole mask would be limited to a systematic precision of 47.2 nm, which corresponds to 23.6 μas as for TMT and 130 μas for NIRC2. This offers a substantial improvement over the current distortion model for NIRC2 instrument at the W. M. Keck Observatory that has a total residual distortion of >1000 μas, while a measurement using this mask imaged 1∶1 would have a systematic error of 130 μas and would allow for continued monitoring of the distortion. It is not intrinsically sufficient for the TMT requirement of 20 nm, but it is possible that the pattern errors in the mask could be measured to account for the additional error. Aside from the mask distortion, the nonlinear optical distortion of the system was measured with a residual of 39 nm over an area of 1788 mm 2 . One of the sources of this residual is optical distortion that is a much higher order than our distortion model, which could be mitigated using a different model. This verifies that the approach of using a pinhole mask as an astrometric flat field has the potential to yield excellent results in the most demanding astronomical instruments, assuming that the calibration unit accounts for the mask distortion. Ordered mask distortion is used in simulations 1 to 5. Simulation 6 uses uncorrelated mask distortion as the input.
Fig. 11
Input mask distortion for the simulations summarized in Table 3 . There is a total of 150 nm RMS of deviations from a square pattern in this pattern.
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Appendix A: One-Dimensional Mask Distortion
Here, we use a simple 1-D version of the self-calibration problem as an example of how mask distortion can be misidentified as camera distortion. This situation can be visualized as repeatedly imaging a ruler (reference positions) as it is translated over a camera. For this simulation, we consider a single row of reference positions spaced every 6 μm with a total length of 90 mm and a detector that is 70 mm long with 300 nm RMS of mask distortion. To do this, we create an array of evenly spaced reference positions every 6 μm (x ref ) and apply a small deviation to each measurement as shown in Eq. 
This set of reference positions is then translated over the camera to 10 times with a step of 2.4 mm each time to create 10 sets of simulated measured data (x cam;n ), where n ranges from 0 to 9 [Eq. (9) and the top panel of Fig. 12 ].
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 9 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 8 5
Camera distortion could be applied here as a function of the measured camera position (x cam;n ); however, we do not input any camera distortion in this simulation. An accurate model fit Fig. 12 Results from a 1-D example for the distortion self-calibration problem. Here each color corresponds to one of the 10 simulated input catalogs. The detector position is the position on the detector that a source was measured at. For this simulation, there is no input camera distortion and a quadratic term for the mask distortion. We use a model that only includes camera distortion and find that it fits the simulated data with residuals <0.1 nm. This results in large recovery errors for the camera distortion (panel 3) and mask distortion (panel 4), which completely fail to accurately describe the system. This example shows how the model is degenerated, where this quadratic mode of mask distortion can be fit as either camera distortion or mask distortion.
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Here, x cam is the measured position on the detector, x model is the distortion-corrected position for each of the N catalogs, and the c coefficients are the camera distortion model. The model is fit by minimizing Δ as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 1 ; 6 3 ; 6 2 1 Δ ¼
Here, x model;N are the distortion-corrected measured positions, x ref are a set of evenly spaced input coordinates, a and b coefficients are the linear transformation parameters for each of the N catalogs. These linear transformations account for the scale variation in a real system (a n ) and the unknown amount of translation from an imprecise stage (b n ). Note that this approach is comparable to a two-dimensional (2-D) self-calibration problem which allows for full linear (six parameters) transformations between each catalog. As the only input deviations are mask distortion and our model only includes camera distortion, we expect that this model should not precisely describe this simulated system. The second panel of Fig. 12 demonstrates that the camera distortion model can fit the input deviations with a fit residual of <0.002% of the input distortions. This is the worst case scenario, as the errors in the reference positions have been misinterpreted as camera distortion in the system. One solution to this issue is to rotate the reference positions in order to generate greater data diversity. The other possible solution is to fix the scale in the alignment transformation. As Fig. 13 shows, the best-fit model has errors larger than 1 μm in the recovery of the translation of the reference positions (a n ) as well as scale errors as large as 7 × 10 −5 . These inaccuracies point to the another way of solving the degeneracy; if we assume that the magnification of the optical system is the same for each data and only solve for the translation offset between each catalog, we accurately recover the mask and camera distortions. This is consistent with the 2-D simulation results in the main text.
